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MORNING GLORY AREA

$  Thumbstruck  5.11b             l x ¢
If you survive the powerful, bouldery start through the 
overlap, enjoy easier face climbing above. 
10 bolts (25 m) FA: Dave Jones, 1994.

%  Short Claim Jumpers  5.10a            ¢
An awkward, cruxy start leads to much easier climbing up 
right-facing flake features. A good but harder finish links 
into Thumbstruck midway up (5.10c, 10 bolts).
7 bolts (18 m) FA: Jim Sibley, 1993; FA Var: Jon Jones, 2011.

&  White Knuckle Express  5.8  TOP 100     ¢
Unique pockets lead to meaty flake features up high. Very 
good quality climbing for the grade. 
7 bolts (18 m) FA: Dave Jones, 1993.

'  Professional Belay Slaves  5.8   ¢
Start right of the fir tree and climb through finger pockets 
to featured rock above.
7 bolts (18 m) FA: Dave Jones, 1993.

(  Ivy League  5.6                                     ¢
Walk left along a ledge to access the start. Clip two bolts 
then traverse hard left across the wall. Not a great lead...
6 bolts (14 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2002.

)  Keeping Up With the Joneses  5.6  ¢
Start as for Ivy League but finish straight up. 
5 bolts (12 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2002.

Garden of Eden                   # { to |
To the right of Keeping Up With the Joneses is a south-
facing slab. It undulates enough that lead falls might 
have questionable results. Routes listed left to right.

*  Eve's Dropping  5.5                               ¢
The left-most crack on the slab. 
SR (18 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2001.

+  Taboo  5.6                                               ¢
This fully bolted line weaves through undulations on low-
angle stone. Prepare for plenty of mantles.
8 bolts (20 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2001.

,  Sinners in Paradise  5.5                       ¢
The obvious fat crack in the middle of the crag. A bit 
bushy. Bring wide gear.
SR to 5" (20 m) FA: Dave Jones, 2003.

-  Fig Leaf Frolic  5.9              s x ¢
Stick clip the first bolt or start up the crack and step right. 
Enjoyable climbing leads to a rightward line at the top.
7 bolts (19 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2001.

.  The Original Sin  5.6                          ¢
Clip a pin in a crack before following bolts up the arête. 
Many swing left into Fig Leaf Frolic to finish.
5 bolts, 1 FP (19 m) FA: Russ Turner, 2001.

GARDEN OF EDEN
Danica Giesbrecht on Brilliant Pebbles (5.10c) at Grassy Glades. Photo by Marc Bourdon.


